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In The Shaping of American Higher Education,
Cohen combines historical perspective with in-depth
coverage of current events to provide an
authoritative, comprehensive account of the history
of higher education in the United States. From the
colonial era to the present day - and with particular
attention to the past fifty years - the book tracks
trends in student access, faculty professionalization,
curricular expansion, institutional growth, secular
governance, public finance, research, and outcomes,
placing them all in the context of contemporary
society. Cohen organizes the book around a unique
matrix of trends, topics, and eras that enables the
reader either to proceed chapter by chapter through
a chronological sequence of the entire history, or to
easily follow a preferred topic, such as faculty or
curriculum, by reading only that specific section in
each era.
Published annually since 1985, the Handbook series
provides a compendium of thorough and integrative
literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of
interest to the higher education scholarly and policy
communities. Each chapter provides a
comprehensive review of research findings on a
selected topic, critiques the research literature in
terms of its conceptual and methodological rigor, and
sets forth an agenda for future research intended to
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advance knowledge on the chosen topic. The
Handbook focuses on twelve general areas that
encompass the salient dimensions of scholarly and
policy inquiries undertaken in the international higher
education community. The series is fortunate to have
attracted annual contributions from distinguished
scholars throughout the world.
"This book offers the first significant examination of
the rise of neo-nationalism and its impact on the
missions, activities, behaviors, and productivity of
leading national universities. This book also presents
the first major comparative exploration of the role of
national politics and norms in shaping the role of
universities in nation-states, and vice versa, and
discusses when universities are societal leaders or
followers-in promoting a civil society, facilitating
talent mobility, in researching challenging social
problems, or in reinforcing and supporting an
existing social and political order"-There is a void in the literature on how to conduct
research in the finance and economics of higher
education. Students, professors, and practitioners
have no concise document that examines the field,
provides history, definitions of terms, sources of
data, and research methods. Higher Education
Finance Research: Policy, Politics, and Practice fills
that void. The book is structured in four parts. The
first section provides a brief history and description
of the general organization of American higher
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education, the sources and uses of funds over the
last 100 years, and who is served in what types of
institutions. Definitions of terms that are unique to
higher education are provided, and some basic rules
for conducting research on the economics and
finance of higher education are established.
Although in some ways, conducting research in
higher education funding is similar to that for
elementary/secondary education, there are some
important distinctions that also are provided. The
second section introduces guiding philosophies,
sources of data, data elements/vocabulary, metrics,
and analytics related to institutional revenues and
expenditures. Chapters in this section focus on
student oriented revenues, institutionally-oriented
revenues, and funding formulas. The third section
introduces accountability-related concepts by first
examining the accountability movement in higher
education and performance-based approaches
applied in budgeting and funding, then looking at
methods to determine public and private returns on
investment in postsecondary education, and closing
with an examination of finance from the perspective
of the primary consumer: students. The fourth and
last section of the book focuses on presenting
postsecondary finance research to policy audiences
to assist in connecting academic research and policy
making. Chapters focus on accounting for time
considerations in analysis, the placing of data in
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context to make the data and findings relevant, and
ways to effectively communicate findings to various
policy-making audiences.
What Universities Owe Democracy
Doing Educational Research
A Handbook for Writing Papers in Higher Education
Universal Design in Higher Education
Neo-nationalism and Universities
Culture in American Colleges and Universities
The public responsibility for higher
education and research is a cornerstone
of the European university heritage.
Yet, our societies are changing
rapidly, and clinging to old solutions
will not further the very values that
these solutions were originally
designed to protect. The claim on
public attention and public funds is
growing, but public funds are not, or
at least not at the same rate. While
public funding of higher education and
research is still important, the
concept of public responsibility must
be understood much more widely. It must
also be nuanced by looking more closely
at different degrees and levels of
public responsibility as well as at the
instruments available for exercising
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such responsibility. The book, which
builds on a Council of Europe
conference, aims to explore what public
responsibility means in the complex
societies that have just crossed the
threshold to the 21st century by
examining both overall higher education
policies and specific aspects of it
such as higher education for a
democratic culture, access to research
results, financing, equal
opportunities, the approach to
regulation and new trends in higher
education.
This book presents a comprehensive
account of the educational experiences
of community college students in Hong
Kong, analyzed through a theoretical
lens that intersects sociological
theories of inequality, including
Bourdieu's concept of cultural capital.
The student narratives featured in this
book reveal the interweaving personal,
academic, and professional
considerations and challenges affecting
their individual choices in the pursuit
of higher education. Chapters also
reveal why, despite the relative
expansion of educational opportunities,
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the class gap in higher education
persists.
in Danish higher education.
"This book identifies four distinct
functions of American higher education
that colleges and universities have
acquired over the past two hundred
years and that are integral to liberal
democracy: social mobility, citizenship
education, the discovery and
communication of knowledge, and the
cultivation of a pluralistic society.
Each chapter takes up one of these
functions to analyze and assess"-An Innovative Pedagogy that Unpacks
Expert Knowledge for the Novice Learner
How College Affects Students
Cracks in the Ivory Tower
The Idea Of Higher Education
Insights, Tools, and Techniques
What Higher Education Is and What It
Can Be
Higher Education Finance Research
There are many books about teaching in Geography, but this
is the first dealing specifically with Pedagogic Research, its
methods and practices. Pedagogy research concerns the
processes of learning and the development of learners. It is a
learner-centred activity that aims to evaluate and improve the
ways that students learn and learn to manage, control and
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comprehend their own learning processes, first as
Geographers in Higher Education but equally as future
educated citizens. This book collects together some key
research papers from the Journal of Geography in Higher
Education. They concern original research and critical
perspectives on how Geographers learn, critical evaluations of
both new and traditional frameworks and methods used for
Pedagogic research in Geography, and some case studies on
the promotion of self-authorship, learner autonomy, in key
Geography Higher Education contexts such as fieldwork and
undergraduate project work. This book is a compilation of
articles from various issues of the Journal of Geography in
Higher Education.
Higher education has changed significantly over the past 50
years, and the individuals who provide leadership for these
institutions has similarly changed. The pathway to the college
presidency, once the domain of academic administration, has
diversified as an increasing number of development officers,
student affairs and enrollment management professionals, and
even politicians have become common in the role. It is
important to understand who the presidents are in the current
environment and the challenges they face. Challenges such as
dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic, enrollment shortfalls,
Title IX, and athletic scandals have risen to the forefront and
have contributed to the issues and role of college and
university leadership. The Handbook of Research on the
Changing Role of College and University Leadership provides
important research on the topic of college and university
leadership, especially focusing on the changing role of the
college president. The chapters discuss college leadership as it
is now and how it will evolve into the future. Topics included
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are the role of the president at various types of universities,
their involvement within university functions and activities,
and the duties they must carry out and challenges they face.
This book is ideal for professionals and researchers working
in higher education, including faculty members who specialize
in education, public administration, the social sciences, and
management, along with teachers, administrators, teacher
educators, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and
students who are interested in college and university
leadership and how this role is transforming.
The properties of institutional culture are identified, and the
way cultural perspectives have been used to describe life in
colleges and universities are examined. Seven sections cover
the following: cultural perspectives (the warrant for the
report, organizational rationality, the remaining sections);
culture defined and described (toward a definition of culture,
properties of culture, levels of culture); intellectual
foundations of culture (anthropology, sociology); a framework
for analyzing culture in higher education (the external
environment, the institution, subcultures, individual actors);
threads of institutional culture (historical roots and external
influences, academic program, the personnel core, social
environment, artifacts, distinctive themes, individual actors);
institutional subcultures (faculty subculture, student culture,
administrative subcultures); and implications of cultural
perspectives (a summary of cultural properties, implications
for practice, inquiry into culture in higher education).
Techniques of inquiry appropriate for studying culture include
observing participants, interviewing key informants,
conducting autobiographical interviews, and analyzing
documents. By viewing higher education institutions as
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cultural enterprises, it may be possible to learn how the
college experience contributes to divisions of class, race,
gender, and age within the institution as well as throughout
society, how a college or university relates to its prospective,
current, or former students, and how to deal more effectively
with conflicts between competing interest groups. Contains
over 340 references. (SM)
COVID-19 and Higher Education in the Global Context:
Exploring Contemporary Issues and Challenges addresses the
lasting impact of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in the
higher education sector and offers insights that inform policy
and practice. Framed in a global context, this timely book
captures a wide variety of topics, including student mobility,
global partnerships and collaboration, student health and
wellbeing, enrollment management, employability, and
graduate education. It is designed to serve as a resource for
scholar-practitioners, policymakers, and university
administrators as they reimagine their work of comparative
and international higher education in times of crisis. The
collection of chapters assembled in this volume calls for a
critical reflection on the opportunities and challenges that
have emerged as a result of the global pandemic and provides
as a basis for how tertiary education systems around the world
can learn from past experiences and shared viewpoints as
institutions recalibrate operations, innovate programs, and
manage change on their respective campuses.
Pedagogic Research in Geography Higher Education
Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research
Essays on Higher Education
Between Critical Reflections and Future Policies
Higher Education Effectiveness
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The Moral Mess of Higher Education
Equity, Access, and Opportunity in Higher Education
Writing about Learning and Teaching in Higher
Education offers detailed guidance to
scholars at all stages-experienced and new
academics, graduate students, and
undergraduates-regarding how to write about
learning and teaching in higher education. It
evokes established practices, recommends new
ones, and challenges readers to expand
notions of scholarship by describing reasons
for publishing across a range of genres, from
the traditional empirical research article to
modes such as stories and social media that
are newly recognized in scholarly arenas. The
book provides practical guidance for scholars
in writing each genre-and in getting them
published. To illustrate how choices about
writing play out in practice, we share
throughout the book our own experiences as
well as reflections from a range of scholars,
including both highly experienced, widely
published experts and newcomers to writing
about learning and teaching in higher
education. The diversity of voices we include
is intended to complement the variety of
genres we discuss, enacting as well as
arguing for an embrace of multiplicity in
writing about learning and teaching in higher
education.
Bridging the gap between higher education
research and policy making was always a
challenge, but the recent calls for more
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evidence-based policies have opened a window
of unprecedented opportunity for researchers
to bring more contributions to shaping the
future of the European Higher Education Area
(EHEA). Encouraged by the success of the 2011
first edition, Romania and Armenia have
organised a 2nd edition of the Future of
Higher Education – Bologna Process
Researchers’ Conference (FOHE-BPRC) in
November 2014, with the support of the
Italian Presidency of the European Union and
as part of the official EHEA agenda.
Reuniting over 170 researchers from more than
30 countries, the event was a forum to debate
the trends and challenges faced by higher
education today and look at the future of
European cooperation in higher education. The
research volumes offer unique insights
regarding the state of affairs of European
higher education and research, as well as
forward-looking policy proposals. More than
50 articles focus on essential themes in
higher education: Internationalization of
higher education; Financing and governance;
Excellence and the diversification of
missions; Teaching, learning and student
engagement; Equity and the social dimension
of higher education; Education, research and
innovation; Quality assurance, The impacts of
the Bologna Process on the EHEA and beyond
and Evidence-based policies in higher
education. "The Bologna process was launched
at a time of great optimism about the future
of the European project – to which, of
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course, the reform of higher education across
the continent has made a major contribution.
Today, for the present, that optimism has
faded as economic troubles have accumulated
in the Euro-zone, political tensions have
been increased on issues such as immigration
and armed conflict has broken out in Ukraine.
There is clearly a risk that, against this
troubled background, the Bologna process
itself may falter. There are already signs
that it has been downgraded in some countries
with evidence of political withdrawal. All
the more reason for the voice of higher
education researchers to be heard. Since the
first conference they have established
themselves as powerful stakeholders in the
development of the EHEA, who are helping to
maintain the momentum of the Bologna process.
Their pivotal role has been strengthened by
the second Bucharest conference." Peter
Scott, Institute of Education, London
(General Rapporteur of the FOHE-BPRC first
edition)
Do students who work longer and harder learn
more in college? Does joining a fraternity
with a more academic flavor enhance a
student's academic performance? These are
just some more than fifty examples that
Richard Light Judith Singer and John Willett
explore in By Design, a lively nontechnical
sourcebook for learning about colleges and
universities.
For almost two decades, acclaimed education
scholar and current president of The Carnegie
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Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
Lee S. Shulman has been bringing uncommon
wit, passion, and vision to issues of
teaching and learning in higher education.
Teaching as Community Property brings
together a brilliant collection of Shulman's
papers and presentations since 1987, giving
readers a unique window into his ideas and
proposals for the improvement of teaching and
learning in higher education. What emerges is
a vision of Shulman's overarching agenda--to
improve the quality of teaching for all
students by making teaching a more respected
dimension of all the disciplines and
professional fields.
The Invisible Tapestry
Transforming Higher Education Through
Digitalization
Changing the DNA of Higher Education from the
Inside Out
High-impact Educational Practices
Volume 25
White Paper on Higher Education, Research,
Science and Technology
Creating and Contributing to Scholarly
Conversations Across a Range of Genres

Support in higher education is an emerging area
of great interest to professors, researchers and
students in academic institutions. Sustainability in
Higher Education provides discussions on the
exchange of information between different
aspects of sustainability in higher education. This
book includes chapter contributions from authors
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who have provided case studies on various areas
of education for sustainability. focus on
sustainability present studies in aspects related
with higher education explores a variety of
educational aspects from an sustainable
perspective
In today’s globalized world, professional fields are
continually transforming to keep pace with
advancing methods of practice. The theory of
adult learning, specifically, is a subject that has
seen new innovations and insights with the
advancement of online and blended learning.
Examining new principles and characteristics in
adult learning is imperative, as emerging
technologies are rapidly shifting the standards of
higher education. The Handbook of Research on
Adult Learning in Higher Education is a collection
of innovative research on the methods and
applications of adult education in residential,
online, and blended course delivery formats. This
book will focus on the impact that culture,
globalization, and emerging technology currently
has on adult education. While highlighting topics
including andragogical principles, professional
development, and artificial intelligence, this book
is ideally designed for teachers, program
developers, instructional designers, technologists,
educational practitioners, deans, researchers,
higher education faculty, and students seeking
current research on new methodologies in adult
education.
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Changing Higher Education for a Changing World
draws on the outcomes of the cutting-edge
research programmes of the UK-based Centre for
Global Higher Education, the world's largest social
science research centre focused on higher
education and its future. In countries with
incomes at European levels, the majority of all
families now have connections to higher
education, and there is widespread popular
interest in how it can be made better. Together,
the contributors sharply illuminate key issues of
public and policy interest across the world: Do
research universities make society more equal or
more unequal? Are students graduating with too
much debt? Who do we want to be attending
universities? Will learning technologies will
abolish the need for bricks-and-mortar higher
education institutions? What can countries do to
improve their scientific performance? How can
comparative teaching assessment and research
assessment become much more effective? The
book explores higher education in the major
higher education regions including China, Europe,
the UK and the USA.
Covering 52 countries and economic areas, this
encyclopedia examines education in the world's
major nations as well as in smaller countries that
have seen particularly significant educational
developments.
Planning Research on Higher Education
Sustainability in Higher Education
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Elite to Mass to Universal
Students First
21st Century Evidence that Higher Education
Works
Twentieth-Century Higher Education
Teaching as Community Property

In this book you will read stories told by faculty who have
redesigned their university courses using the Decision-Based
Learning pedagogy and the impact this powerful strategy
can have on student learning. It should be of use to anyone
teaching and designing curricula in higher education
settings.
Universal Design in Higher Education looks at the design of
physical and technological environments at institutions of
higher education; at issues pertaining to curriculum and
instruction; and at the full array of student services.
Universal Design in Higher Education is a comprehensive
guide for researchers and practitioners on creating fully
accessible college and university programs. It is founded
upon, and contributes to, theories of universal design in
education that have been gaining increasingly wide attention
in recent years. As greater numbers of students with
disabilities attend postsecondary educational institutions,
administrators have expressed increased interest in making
their programs accessible to all students. This book provides
both theoretical and practical guidance for schools as they
work to turn this admirable goal into a reality. It addresses a
comprehensive range of topics on universal design for
higher education institutions, thus making a crucial
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contribution to the growing body of literature on special
education and universal design. This book will be of unique
value to university and college administrators, and to special
education researchers, practitioners, and activists.
Winner, 2019 Anna Julia Cooper and C.L.R. James Award,
given by the National Council for Black Studies The
inspiring story of the black students, faculty, and
administrators who forever changed America’s leading
educational institutions and paved the way for social justice
and racial progress The eight elite institutions that comprise
the Ivy League, sometimes known as the Ancient
Eight—Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Penn, Columbia, Brown,
Dartmouth, and Cornell—are American stalwarts that have
profoundly influenced history and culture by producing the
nation’s and the world’s leaders. The few black students
who attended Ivy League schools in the decades following
WWII not only went on to greatly influence black America
and the nation in general, but unquestionably awakened
these most traditional and selective of American spaces. In
the twentieth century, black youth were in the vanguard of
the black freedom movement and educational reform.
Upending the Ivory Tower illuminates how the Black Power
movement, which was borne out of an effort to edify the
most disfranchised of the black masses, also took root in the
hallowed halls of America’s most esteemed institutions of
higher education. Between the close of WWII and 1975, the
civil rights and Black Power movements transformed the
demographics and operation of the Ivy League on and off
campus. As desegregators and racial pioneers, black
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students, staff, and faculty used their status in the black
intelligentsia to enhance their predominantly white
institutions while advancing black freedom. Although they
were often marginalized because of their race and class, the
newcomers altered educational policies and inserted
blackness into the curricula and culture of the unabashedly
exclusive and starkly white schools. This book attempts to
complete the narrative of higher education history, while
adding a much needed nuance to the history of the Black
Power movement. It tells the stories of those students,
professors, staff, and administrators who pushed for
change at the risk of losing what privilege they had. Putting
their status, and sometimes even their lives, in jeopardy,
black activists negotiated, protested, and demonstrated to
create opportunities for the generations that followed. The
enrichments these change agents made endure in the
diversity initiatives and activism surrounding issues of race
that exist in the modern Ivy League. Upending the Ivory
Tower not only informs the civil rights and Black Power
movements of the postwar era but also provides critical
context for the Black Lives Matter movement that is growing
in the streets and on campuses throughout the country today.
As higher education continues to be a catalyst for change,
there is no one better to inform today’s activists than those
who transformed our country’s past and paved the way for
its future.
Abstract:
What It Really Takes for Students to Succeed and What We
Can Do to Get Them Ready
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Civil Rights, Black Power, and the Ivy League
Community College Students in Hong Kong
Overcoming Challenges In Practice
Handbook of Research on Higher Education in the MENA
Region: Policy and Practice
The Rise of Women
What They Are, who Has Access to Them, and why They
Matter
Why higher education in the United States has
lost its way, and how universities and colleges
can focus sharply on their core mission. For The
Real World of College, Wendy Fischman and
Howard Gardner analyzed in-depth interviews
with more than 2,000 students, alumni, faculty,
administrators, parents, trustees, and others,
which were conducted at ten institutions ranging
from highly selective liberal arts colleges to lessselective state schools. What they found
challenged characterizations in the media:
students are not preoccupied by political
correctness, free speech, or even the cost of
college. They are most concerned about their
GPA and their resumes; they see jobs and
earning potential as more important than
learning. Many say they face mental health
challenges, fear that they don’t belong, and feel
a deep sense of alienation. Given this daily
reality for students, has higher education lost its
way? Fischman and Gardner contend that US
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universities and colleges must focus sharply on
their core educational mission. Fischman and
Gardner, both recognized authorities on
education and learning, argue that higher
education in the United States has lost sight of
its principal reason for existing: not vocational
training, not the provision of campus amenities,
but to increase what Fischman and Gardner call
“higher education capital”—to help students think
well and broadly, express themselves clearly,
explore new areas, and be open to possible
transformations. Fischman and Gardner offer
cogent recommendations for how every college
can become a community of learners who are
open to change as thinkers, citizens, and human
beings.
Academics extol high-minded ideals, such as
serving the common good and promoting social
justice. Universities aim to be centers of learning
that find the best and brightest students, treat
them fairly, and equip them with the knowledge
they need to lead better lives. But as Jason
Brennan and Phillip Magness show in Cracks in
the Ivory Tower, American universities fall far
short of this ideal. At almost every level, they
find that students, professors, and
administrators are guided by self-interest rather
than ethical concerns. College bureaucratic
structures also often incentivize and reward bad
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behavior, while disincentivizing and even
punishing good behavior. Most students, faculty,
and administrators are out to serve themselves
and pass their costs onto others. The problems
are deep and pervasive: most academic
marketing and advertising is semi-fraudulent. To
justify their own pay raises and higher budgets,
administrators hire expensive and unnecessary
staff. Faculty exploit students for tuition dollars
through gen-ed requirements. Students hardly
learn anything and cheating is pervasive. At
every level, academics disguise their pursuit of
self-interest with high-faluting moral language.
Marshaling an array of data, Brennan and
Magness expose many of the ethical failings of
academia and in turn reshape our understanding
of how such high power institutions run their
business. Everyone knows academia is
dysfunctional. Brennan and Magness show the
problems are worse than anyone realized.
Academics have only themselves to blame.
Paul LeBlanc has re-imagined higher education,
with a focus on the most fundamental of
functions: student learning. In Students First, he
advocates for an entire higher education
ecosystem in which students have the flexibility
to gain, assess, and certify their knowledge on
their own terms and timelines. In a perceptive
analysis, LeBlanc provides a clear-eyed view of
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how and why higher education is failing to reach
and serve a great many potential students. He
then deftly explores how reform can address
systemic inequities, improve college
affordability, and broaden accessibility. Through
case studies, he highlights alternative delivery
models such as online, distance, and just-in-time
learning, and envisions a learning environment
that values competencies rather than credit
hours. LeBlanc describes how these innovations
and others will allow colleges and universities to
help close the skills gap and respond to a rapidly
evolving, technology-driven job market.
Although a college education remains one of the
great drivers of socioeconomic mobility, today's
higher education industry has built financial,
logistical, and practical barriers that keep out the
very students who are most in need of
opportunity. Students First makes a persuasive
case that realigning US educational priorities will
enable larger populations of graduates to enjoy
return on investment in the form of good pay,
meaningful work, and a stable future. As the
book emphasizes, such change is imperative, for
in better serving its students, higher education
will better serve society.
"This book examines the need for a paradigm
shift in the area of post-secondary education and
innovation in the emerging, yet relatively
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understudied, MENA region"--Provided by
publisher.
From Principles to Practice
Handbook of Research on Adult Learning in
Higher Education
Journal of Instructional Pedagogies
The Shaping of American Higher Education
Changing Higher Education for a Changing
World
By Design
Upending the Ivory Tower
Every educational research project has
challenges and obstacles that need to
be managed and overcome. This book uses
real case studies employing a wide
range of research methodologies and
drawn from educational contexts across
Europe to explore these challenges
offering flexible and universal
guidance that you can apply to your own
research. Published in partnership with
EERA, this book is: · Realistic and
informed: It explores a range of
perspectives on educational research,
from planning to data collection to
international collaboration ·
Challenging: It integrates a holistic
and critical view on the process of
educational research · Culturally
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aware: It covers a variety of research
projects from different countries and
encourages you to challenge dominant
perspectives in education This is the
first major English language textbook
for postgraduate and postdoctoral
education researchers that represents
and explores the range of research
traditions that exist throughout Europe
and what they mean in practice. This
book is not available as a print
inspection copy. To download an einspection copy click here or for more
information contact your local sales
representative.
While powerful gender inequalities
remain in American society, women have
made substantial gains and now largely
surpass men in one crucial arena:
education. Women now outperform men
academically at all levels of school,
and are more likely to obtain college
degrees and enroll in graduate school.
What accounts for this enormous
reversal in the gender education gap?
In The Rise of Women: The Growing
Gender Gap in Education and What It
Means for American Schools, Thomas
DiPrete and Claudia Buchmann provide a
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detailed and accessible account of
women’s educational advantage and
suggest new strategies to improve
schooling outcomes for both boys and
girls. The Rise of Women opens with a
masterful overview of the broader
societal changes that accompanied the
change in gender trends in higher
education. The rise of egalitarian
gender norms and a growing demand for
college-educated workers allowed more
women to enroll in colleges and
universities nationwide. As this shift
occurred, women quickly reversed the
historical male advantage in education.
By 2010, young women in their midtwenties surpassed their male
counterparts in earning college degrees
by more than eight percentage points.
The authors, however, reveal an
important exception: While women have
achieved parity in fields such as
medicine and the law, they lag far
behind men in engineering and physical
science degrees. To explain these
trends, The Rise of Women charts the
performance of boys and girls over the
course of their schooling. At each
stage in the education process, they
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consider the gender-specific impact of
factors such as families, schools,
peers, race and class. Important
differences emerge as early as
kindergarten, where girls show higher
levels of essential learning skills
such as persistence and self-control.
Girls also derive more intrinsic
gratification from performing well on a
day-to-day basis, a crucial advantage
in the learning process. By contrast,
boys must often navigate a conflict
between their emerging masculine
identity and a strong attachment to
school. Families and peers play a
crucial role at this juncture. The
authors show the gender gap in
educational attainment between children
in the same families tends to be lower
when the father is present and more
highly educated. A strong academic
climate, both among friends and at
home, also tends to erode stereotypes
that disconnect academic prowess and a
healthy, masculine identity. Similarly,
high schools with strong science
curricula reduce the power of gender
stereotypes concerning science and
technology and encourage girls to major
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in scientific fields. As the value of a
highly skilled workforce continues to
grow, The Rise of Women argues that
understanding the source and extent of
the gender gap in higher education is
essential to improving our schools and
the economy. With its rigorous data and
clear recommendations, this volume
illuminates new ground for future
education policies and research.
The Journal of Instructional Pedagogies
(JIP) publishes original, unpublished
manuscripts related to contemporary
instructional techniques and education
issues. Educational topics related to
delivery methods, implementation of
classroom technologies, distance
learning, class activities and
assessment are typical topics. This
journal is double-blind peer reviewed
with an acceptance rate of less than
35%.
Describes the cognitive skills and
subject area knowledge a student needs
to succeed in college and includes ways
high schools can prepare students for
college.
Policy, Politics, and Practice
Populists, Autocrats, and the Future of
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Higher Education
The Public Responsibility for Higher
Education and Research
Handbook of Research on the Changing
Role of College and University
Leadership
The Good Paper
Book Review Digest
The Innovative University
The Innovative University illustrates how higher
education can respond to the forces of disruptive
innovation , and offers a nuanced and hopeful
analysis of where the traditional university and its
traditions have come from and how it needs to
change for the future. Through an examination of
Harvard and BYU-Idaho as well as other stories of
innovation in higher education, Clayton Christensen
and Henry Eyring decipher how universities can find
innovative, less costly ways of performing their
uniquely valuable functions. Offers new ways forward
to deal with curriculum, faculty issues, enrollment,
retention, graduation rates, campus facility usage,
and a host of other urgent issues in higher education
Discusses a strategic model to ensure economic
vitality at the traditional university Contains novel
insights into the kind of change that is necessary to
move institutions of higher education forward in
innovative ways This book uncovers how the
traditional university survives by breaking with
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tradition, but thrives by building on what it's done
best.
Despite an increasing volume of talk about and a
growing literature on higher education, very little of it
asks the question - what, in essence "is" higher
education? The tradition of overarching thinking
about higher education - from Newman onwards has almost vanished. The debate has focused,
instead, on technical, administrative, financial and
narrow academic concerns and the terms of
discussion have been framed by concepts such as
efficiency, unit costs, access and the needs of
industry - none of which focus on higher education as
such. There is, therefore, a need for the aims of
higher education to be restated in modern terms. This
book explores such concepts as culture, rationality,
research and academic freedom; it aims to provide a
new approach to educational theory, embracing
debates in social theory, philosophy of social
science, critical theory, sociology of education and
sociology of knowledge. It aims to give an account of
the idea of "higher education" draw out the practical
implications and propose specific strategies for
realizing a liberal higher education.
The bestselling analysis of higher education's impact,
updated with the latest data How College Affects
Students synthesizes over 1,800 individual research
investigations to provide a deeper understanding of
how the undergraduate experience affects student
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populations. Volume 3 contains the findings
accumulated between 2002 and 2013, covering
diverse aspects of college impact, including cognitive
and moral development, attitudes and values,
psychosocial change, educational attainment, and
the economic, career, and quality of life outcomes
after college. Each chapter compares current findings
with those of Volumes 1 and 2 (covering 1967 to
2001) and highlights the extent of agreement and
disagreement in research findings over the past 45
years. The structure of each chapter allows readers
to understand if and how college works and, of equal
importance, for whom does it work. This book is an
invaluable resource for administrators, faculty,
policymakers, and student affairs practitioners, and
provides key insight into the impact of their work.
Higher education is under more intense scrutiny than
ever before, and understanding its impact on
students is critical for shaping the way forward. This
book distills important research on a broad array of
topics to provide a cohesive picture of student
experiences and outcomes by: Reviewing a decade's
worth of research; Comparing current findings with
those of past decades; Examining a multifaceted
analysis of higher education's impact; and Informing
policy and practice with empirical evidence Amidst
the current introspection and skepticism surrounding
higher education, there is a massive body of research
that must be synthesized to enhance understanding
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of college's effects. How College Affects Students
compiles, organizes, and distills this information in
one place, and makes it available to research and
practitioner audiences; Volume 3 provides insight on
the past decade, with the expert analysis
characteristic of this seminal work.
High-impact Educational PracticesWhat They Are,
who Has Access to Them, and why They MatterAssn
of Amer CollegesSustainability in Higher
EducationChandos Publishing
Decision-Based Learning
College Knowledge
Exploring Contemporary Issues and Challenges
COVID-19 and Higher Education in the Global
Context
Class Inequality in Higher Education
The Russell Sage Foundation Journal of the Social
Sciences
The Growing Gender Gap in Education and What it
Means for American Schools
Higher education is dynamic, constantly adapting to meet
the requirements of students and industry. Transforming
Higher Education Through Digitalization: Insights, Tools,
and Techniques provides insights from experienced
academicians on the digitalization of education and its
appropriateness for enhancing the quality of teaching in
institutions of higher education. The book also provides
insights on technologies used in digital education, the
competencies and skills required by teachers and
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students, managing quality of education through online
modes, MOOCs (Massive, Open, Online Courses), and
methods to support teachers and instructors in online
education. The book also enables teachers and instructors
to help students develop the knowledge and skills they
need in a digital age and enable them to build
collaborative learning that will bring them success. Written
for educators, students, and policy makers of higher
education, this book demonstrates how to transform
traditional education to digital education and to continue
their activities without the requirement of students and
teachers meeting each other on campus.
The American system of higher education includes over
5,000 degree granting institutions, ranging from small forprofit technical training schools up to the nation's elite
liberal arts colleges and research universities. Over 20
million students are enrolled, with federal, state, and local
governments spending almost 3 percent of GDP on higher
education. Yet how can we evaluate the effectiveness of
such a large, fragmented system? Are students being
adequately prepared for today's labor market? Is the
system accessible to all? Are new business methods
contributing to greater efficiency and better student
outcomes? In Higher Education Effectiveness, editors
Steven Brint and Charles Clotfelter and a group of higher
education experts address these questions with new
evidence and insights regarding the effectiveness of U.S.
higher education. Beginning with the editors' authoritative
introduction, the contributors assess the effectiveness of
U.S. higher education at the national, state, campus, and
classroom levels. Several focus on the effects of the steep
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decline in state funding in recent years, which has
contributed to rising tuition at most state universities.
Steven Hemelt and David Marcotte find that the financial
burdens of attendance, even at public institutions, is a
significant and growing impediment for students from lowincome families. John Witte, Barbara Wolfe, and Sara
Dahill-Brown analyze 36 years of enrollment trends at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, and find increased
enrollment of upper-income students, suggesting widening
inequality of access. James Rosenbaum and his
coauthors examine the effectiveness of "college for all"
policies and find that on a wide range of economic and job
satisfaction measures, holders of sub-baccalaureate
credentials outperform those who start but do not
complete four-year colleges. Two papers - by Kevin
Dougherty and coauthors and Michael Kurlaender and
coauthors - find that the use of new regulatory
mechanisms such as performance funding and rating
systems are plagued by unintended consequences that
can provide misleading measures of institutional
effectiveness. Lynn Reimer and co-authors examine the
effectiveness of the "promising practices" in STEM
education (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics) promoted by the National Academy of
Sciences, and find that they can increase completion rates
among low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented students. Expanding college access and
effectiveness is a key way to promote economic mobility.
The important findings in this issue illuminate the strengths
and weaknesses of the U.S. system of higher education
and suggest new avenues for improving student
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outcomes.
The European Higher Education Area
Policy and Practice
Emergence and Growth of the Contemporary System
Writing about Learning and Teaching in Higher Education
Dir Intl Higher Education
Enterprise and Education
The Real World of College
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